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Workshop sketches
Prototyping systems as a portfolio
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Street.1–
Ensure that every
street in Sweden is
healthy, sustainable
and vibrant by 2030.

Healthy sustainablemobility



Increase in overall 
economic 
performance 
including property

Increase in retail 
and office rental 
value and 
occupancy levels

Decrease in 
domestic violence 
due to nearby 
natural landscapes

Increase in 
childrens' play 
and sociability in 
play streets

Reduction in 
car use and 
decrease in 
brain cancer

Increase in active 
transport and 
decrease in 
health costs

Increase in 
childrens' 
social mobility 
in walkable 
neighbourhood

Increase in 
mental health 
due to reduced 
air pollution

Decrease in 
urban heat 
island effect

Increase in 
storm water 
mitigation

Increase in 
retail spend via 
increasing 
active transport 
and walkability

Increase in 
biodiversity

Carbon reduction via 
coordinated e-commerce 
delivery

Decrease in 
maintenance costs 
through shared 
management

Decrease in 
maintenance costs 
through water sensitive 
urban design





Superblocks

Barcelona
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Outcomes

Scale

Lever

Data

Conditions

Capability

Context

Map

Engagement

Agility

* These design principles were framed earlier, in ‘Designing prototypes’

Street Living system diagram

Working document—prototyping
Levandegator

How is Levandegator addressing systems prototype design principles*?

The prototype builds a ‘value model’ and planning tool

which defines and steers the mission outcomes.

Participants includemunicipalities, regional governments,

and national agencies, as well as street-level intervention.

The prototypes deploy into the street, which is a lever

across Sweden, and the transport regulator is on-board.

User research about impact is commissioned, and in-

street real-time sensors will be enabled by the prototype.

The value model will cover financing, and delivering the

prototype will develop policy and regulatory insights.

Building the prototypes with municipalities and regions

sheds light onmultiple capability gaps.

Ethnographic and user research is deployed into micro-

mobility and impact of COVID-19 onto street behaviours.

Rudimentary action-oriented stakeholder and systems

maps are developed in Kumu, within wider mission.

The prototypes are intrinsically citizen-facing, including

participative design with schoolchildren.

The prototypes are intrinsically citizen-facing, including

participative design with schoolchildren.

System diagram for Streetmission

RetailRelated Grid Neighbourhood

Integrated plans for car-
and large vehicle-free
inner-city

Appropriate taxation for e-
commerce

Policy and regulation
for car-sharing

Integratedmunicipal and regional
planning and service design

Incentive schemes for
electric car transition

User research, co-design, and citizen
participation capability building

Citizen infrastructure
ownership,management
andmaintenance

Municipal and regional
data science capability

Micromobility hubs
in extended parklets

Chargepoint and hub
design and delivery

Procurement of electric
buses and other
municipal vehicles

Geofencing
infrastructures and
street/kerbmanagement

Campaigns and
infrastructures for walkable
green environments

Integrated plans for
healthy, fossil-free
rural mobility

Integrated plans for New
Garden City suburbs

Design for diverse and
productive high-streets and
centres

Localised on-demand
fabrication centres and
policies

Packet-switched
logistics networks Routing, load

management &
localisation

Real-time traffic
control systems

Procurement guidelines
for S-M-L-XLmunicipal
vehicles

Develop legislation for
bans on fossil-fuel
vehicles by 2030

Address tax and
other incentives for
personal car

Valuemodelling for combined
resilience outcomes (climate,
health, social, economic)

Infrastructure for 5x
increase in cycling

Geofencing policies and
campaigns for safe speeds

Safe and sustainable
scooters

Step-down consolidation
centre networks

Community-scale
autonomous shuttles

Shared emission-free,
healthy and social last-
km delivery services

Real-time privacy-
preserving sensing
infrastructures

Prototyping systems as a portfolio
Living system diagram




